Abstract
Many investigations have provided theoretical guidance and experimental constraints on the equation of state of symmetric nuclear matter [1] . Dense macroscopic nuclear systems like neutron stars, however, are neutron rich and require for their description an understanding of the density dependence of the symmetry energy term in the nuclear Equation of State [2] . Few constraints on this density dependence exist [3] , prompting the development of new techniques [4] [5] [6] [7] for its determination. Recently, constraints on the density dependence of the symmetry energy were obtained from measurements of isospin diffusion in peripheral nuclear collisions [6, 8] . In this paper, we identify a set of experimental observables, specifically observables constructed with yield ratios of mirror nuclei, that provide consistent measures of the isospin diffusion and extend those experimental investigations to a wider range of rapidity, transverse momentum and impact parameter.
In a heavy ion collision involving a projectile and a target with different proton fractions, Z/A, the symmetry energy tends to propel the system towards isospin equilibrium so that the difference between neutron and proton densities is minimized [7] .
The isospin asymmetry A Z N − = δ of a projectile-like residue produced in a peripheral collision reflects the exchange of nucleons with the target; significant diffusion rates should lead to larger isospin asymmetries for collisions with neutron-rich targets and smaller isospin asymmetries for collisions with proton-rich targets [6] .
To isolate the isospin diffusion effects from similar effects caused by preequilibrium emission, Coulomb or sequential decays, relative comparisons involving different targets are important. In recent studies, isospin diffusion has been measured by "comparing" A+B collisions of a neutron-rich (A) nucleus and a proton-rich (B) nucleus to symmetric collisions involving two neutron-rich nuclei (A+A) and two proton-rich (B+B) nuclei under the same experimental conditions [6] . Non-isospin diffusion effects such as preequilibrium emission from a neutron-rich (A) projectile should be approximately the same for asymmetric A+B collisions as for symmetric A+A collisions.
Similarly, non-isospin diffusion effects from a proton-rich (B) projectile in B+A collisions and B+B collisions should be the same.
The degree of isospin equilibration can be quantified by rescaling the isospin asymmetry δ of a projectile-like residue from a specific collision according to the isospin transport ratio R i (δ) [6, 9] given by ( )
In the absence of isospin diffusion, the asymmetry B A+ δ of a residue of a neutron-rich projectile following a collision with a proton-rich target has the limiting values
. On the other hand, if isospin equilibrum is achieved for roughly equal sized projectile and
. By focusing on the differences in isospin observables between mixed and symmetric systems, R i (δ) largely removes the sensitivity to preequilibrium emission and enhances the sensitivity to isospin diffusion.
Ideally, one would like to know the asymmetry of the projectile-like residue immediately after the collision and prior to secondary decay because this is the quantity that is calculated in transport theory [6] . To do this, one can measure an observable X that is linearly dependent on the residue asymmetry, i.e. X = a⋅δ+b, and constructs the corresponding isospin transport ratio R i (X) ( )
Then, trivial substitution provides that R i (X)=R i (δ) and one dispenses with most of the uncertainty associated with determining δ from measurements of X.
The above idea has been adopted to study the isospin diffusion using the isoscaling (B+B) [6] . The isoscaling parameter α can be obtained from the isotope yield ratios from two reactions, which are similar in all aspects except in their isospin compositions:
where Y i (N,Z) is the yield of the measured fragments with neutron number N and proton number Z emitted in reaction i (i=1,2), α, β and C are obtained by fitting the isotope yield ratios to Eq. (2); α is the neutron isoscaling factor, β is the proton isoscaling factor and C is the normalization constant.
An expression for the dependence of α for particles evaporated from an excited nucleus of asymmetry δ have been derived in ref. [10] and an identical expression has been obtained for an equilibrium multifragment decay in ref. [11] . Using the logic of refs. [10, 11] , one obtains the following expressions for α and β that may be applicable to both evaporative and multifragment decays of an excited projectile-like fragment:
where, ∆δ=δ 2 −δ   and δ =(δ 2 +δ 1 )/2 are the differences and mean of the asymmetries of the emitting source, C sym is the coefficient of the symmetry energy term in the nuclear Gibbs free energy. Equations 3 implies that α-β depends linearly on the asymmetry δ of the systems from which the fragments are emitted. For most systems δ << 1, making the dependence of α and β on δ essentially linear as well. Both statistical [10, 11] and dynamical calculations [12] are consistent with a linear dependence of α, β, and α-β on δ.
More convincing would be to demonstrate experimentally the linear dependence between α, β, and α-β on δ. In the upper panel of Figure 1 using the data of ref. [13] . By construction, α=β=α-β=0 for the reference 112 Sn+ 112 Sn system. To ensure complete mixing of projectile and target nucleons, the data in Figure 1 were obtained at center of mass angles of 70°≤ θ CM ≤ 110°. This avoids the possible contributions of projectile nucleons near θ CM =0° and target nucleons near θ CM =180° that are not strongly scattered by the collision. Consistent with theoretical predictions, the measured trends for α, β, and α-β are linear as seen by the data points joined by the solid, dot-dashed and dashed lines respectively.
The quantity α-β is of particular interest as it arises naturally from the ratios of yields of mirror nuclei Y(N,Z) and Y(Z,N), where |N-Z|=1.
or
where A=N+Z and C is a constant. By using mirror nuclei, one avoids mass dependences in the production mechanisms in the kinematics and in the effect of sequential decays.
The latter is minimized in the ratio because both nuclei have similar analogue states. The three most widely used pairs of mirror nuclei are ( 3 H, 3 He); ( 7 Li, 7 Be) and ( 11 B, 11 C).
Values of X A obtained for A=7 and 11 from Eq. 7 using the published data of ref. [13] are shown in the lower panel of Figure 1 . Both X 7 and X 11 depend linearly on δ.
For the subsequent analyses shown below, we choose X 7 because the yields of 7 Li and 7 Be are measured with reasonably high statistics. We use X 7 to explore how the isospin asymmetry varies with rapidity, impact parameter, and transverse momentum.
Such explorations require the ability to extract information about the isospin asymmetry from small regions of phase space. If one does not employ X 7, this could be a difficult task because the Coulomb force, thermal and collective motion influence the momentum distributions of various fragments differently. While isotopes of an element experience the same Coulomb momentum transfers, their collective momentum contributions are proportional to mass, and their thermal momentum contributions are proportional to the square root of their masses. If an isotopic effect is observed, one would like to be certain that it is due to isospin diffusion and not a kinematic effect. In this paper, we will use the isospin transport ratio constructed with the observable X 7 to demonstrate the cancellation of the Coulomb effect leading to the measurement of isospin diffusion as a function of impact parameter, rapidity and transverse momentum. In addition to the multiplicity array, the projectile-like residues are detected with a isoscaling parameters in Ref. [6] . These data and their isoscaling parameters were used in Ref. [6] One advantage of choosing isobars to study the isospin dependence of fragment formation is that the collective contribution to the energy is the same for both isobars; thus the relative admixture of thermal and collective energy contributions is the same for both. However, since the isobars have different charge, contributions from the Coulomb effect could be very large. The Coulomb effect is further amplified if the yield ratios of 7 Li and 7 Be are plotted as in the third panel of Figure 4 . This occurs because the Coulomb "circle" is larger for 7 Be than for 7 Li.
To disentangle the isospin effects from the Coulomb effects even in the mid-rapidity region, we construct the isospin transport ratio using Eq. 1. The non-diffusion effects of the Coulomb interaction should cancel to the first order. The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the 2D representation of the isospin transport ratios, R 7 =R i (ln(Y( 7 Li)/Y( 7 Be)). By It is clear that R 7 makes a rapid transition through zero at mid-rapidity. It is nearly uniformly positive (red) around the neutron rich projectile rapidity and nearly uniformly negative (blue) around the neutron deficient target rapidity. The dependence on momentum at a fixed rapidity is rather weak and the dependence on the rapidity can be examined quantitatively by integrating the transport isospin ratios, R 7, over transverse momentum. The rapidity dependence is shown by the data points in Figure 4 . R 7 is nearly flat near the projectile and the target rapidity regions before dropping to zero around midrapidity. As can be seen from the comparison of the data points with the shaded boxes that depict the earlier isoscaling analyses, both analyses provide isospin transport ratios of about 0.5±0.15 at y/y beam = 0.7-1.0 and -0.5±0.18 at y/y beam =0-0.3 when the same impact parameter and rapidity gates are applied to the same systems [6] . This shows that the mirror nuclei ratios can be reliably used to assess the transport of isospin asymmetry throughout the collision. between particles emitted from projectile-like and target-like rapidities.) Similarly, our study suggests that other probes involving isotope and isotone ratios in systems where isoscaling is strictly observed. When this is done, observables that should depend linearly on the isospin asymmetry δ can be defined and the isospin asymmetry transport ratios corresponding to these observables can be expected to be equal to those constructed from the isospin asymmetry δ of the source at the time when the particles are emitted.
We have explored the impact parameter and rapidity dependence of the isospin transport ratios, and of the local isospin asymmetry itself. We find that the isospin transport ratios for 112, 124 Sn+ 112,124 Sn collisions increase monotonically with rapidity. The transition from negative ratios at negative rapidity to positive ratios at positive rapidity changes with impact parameter. For large impact parameters, the change at mid-rapidity is abrupt and there is a large region of roughly constant isospin asymmetry ratio near beam and target rapidity. As the impact parameter decreases, this transition become more gradual and for central collisions, there is a large region around mid-rapidity with small isospin-transport ratios, consistent with isospin equilibrium. collisions at E/A=50 MeV. The dashed lines show the boundaries at θ cm = 70° and 110° for the mid-rapidity gate that was used to create the data shown in Figure 1 [13] . The circle corresponds to the contour of constant velocity in the center of mass. 
